
imagine. elevate. Soar.



thoughtfully selected

hang-dried

hand-detailed

Each cultivar in our portfolio is 
thoughtfully selected for its unique or 
exotic characteristics.

Each small, expertly grown batch is 
carefully harvested and hang-dried in a 
state-of-the-art, climate-controlled 
setting to protect the strain’s natural 
expression and aromatics.

Our buds are expertly hand-detailed then 
carefully sorted. Only the best buds make 
it into our packs to ensure an elevated 
experience.

reach new heights.
Grown in small batches, Soar Cannabis is disciplined in our approach. 
Thoughtfully selected cultivars, hang-dried and hand-detailed for an 
elevated experience.



aroma collections

cake

citrus

fruit

gas

Soar cultivars are presented through our aroma collections, an intuitive 
approach designed to help you understand each cultivar and its potential 
experience, and ultimately discover what appeals to you most. How does  
it work? The strain is thoroughly reviewed by our experts and assigned to  
a collection—Citrus, Cake, Fruit or Gas—based on its expression and 
distinct aroma profile. 
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DESCRIPTION
High-THC indica-leaning Pineapple God 
is one of Soar’s exclusive cultivars. This 
plant offers stacked colas of sticky green, 
pink and purple buds with exotic aromas of 
tropical fruit.

AROMA COLLECTION
FRUIT

AVAILABLE IN
7G FLOWER & 1 X 1G PRE-ROLL

AROMAS
Tropical 
Sweet 
Citrus
 

TERPENES
Caryophyllene 
Humulene 
Myrcene 
Limonene

LINEAGE
GOD BUD X BLACK CHERRY PUNCH

pineapple god 
 (fruit collection) 
indica 
 23-29% THC



AROMAS OF TROPICAL, SWEET AND CITRUS

A POTENT GOD BUD CROSS WITH BLACK CHERRY PUNCH

HANG DRIED

AVAILABLE IN 7G FLOWER AND 1X1G PRE-ROLL

TERPENES: CARYOPHYLLENE, HUMULENE, MYRCENE, LIMONENE

HAND-DETAILED
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pineapple god recap 
 (fruit collection) 
indica 
 23-29% THC 


